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for human beings only ^ ^
This booklet is designed to introduce you to modern psychology. It

talks not only about psychology in the classroom but in everyday life.

Like engineering and like law, psychology has many specialties and
many applications. It is not easy to summarize the whole field, nor
is it easy to take one segment of it, for example, child psychology
or experimental psychology, and say "Now here is what is going
on in this field."

But this booklet represents an effort by a talented writer assisted
by an able committee of the American Psychological Association to
set forth some of the intej^stiag things now happening in this new
science and this expanjiii^prafessrpii>,We hope it will not answer all

your questions, but instead cause y^to^sk more and more, and thus
keep on being intq^fes^d in man's att^'SSp^^to apply scientific method
to the study of nij^n iiimself
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PSYCHOLOGISTS IN ACTION

BY ELIZABETH OGG

f
V This pamphlet was prepared with the assistance of the

jT^ following special committee of the American Psycho-

id logical Association: Drs. Raymond A. Katzell (Chair-

• \ ^ man), Stuart W. Cook, Edward Girden, Otto Klineberg,

:V Roger T. Lennon, Harry Sands, Laurence F. Schaffer,

•J and Richard P. Youtz.

l'-^^^ "Major in psychology?" said one high-school senior to another.

Pn, "And spend your life giving advice to the lovelorn?"

E "Oh, I might teach," the other said, "or do research."

'sJ "Okay, Bob, you join the longhairs in the ivory tower. Business

} administration for me!"

^ Bob laughed. "When you get to be an executive, Ken, call me in

as a consultant, and I'll show you."

"You're kidding. What can a psychologist do in industry?"

"Save bosses and workers a lot of headaches. Save money too.

I've been looking into it."

E'

^
"That's news to me."

It would probably be news to many more besides young Ken.

J In a spot-check of 311 persons in northeastern communities who
were asked what one would go to a psychologist for, 84 per cent

said for personal advice, but only 2 per cent for help with business

^ and industrial problems.

The psychologist's basic training is in human behavior and inter-

personal relations. The degree he earns is a Ph.D.—Doctor of Philos-

ophy. As a science, psychology is the study of all human behavior,

normal and abnormal, from the cradle to the grave, in every kind

of setting. The psychologist may work in this field as a "pure" sci-

entist, conducting experiments and research studies to test and add

to the body of knowledge about behavior.
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If, however, he wishes to practice psychology, he must in addition

have applied training. But his choice of applied training is not lim-

ited to the field of emotional difficulties. For wherever there are

people, there are problems which, he can help to clarify and solve

—

problems of learning and doing a job, of living and working together,

of raising and educating children, and of living with oneself.

So the psychologist may apply his skills to personnel work in

industry, to educational situations, to vocational guidance, to im-

proving child-teacher and child-parent relations or race relations,

to public opinion polling, or to the problems of emotionally dis-

turbed people. In addition to those who practice, a large percentage

of psychologists are full-time teachers in our universities. There are

quite a few in universities, hospitals, industry, and elsewhere who
devote much or all of their time to research.

scientific method is basic
All psychology is concerned with the measurement, understanding,

prediction and control of behavior. It strives to find out how we
learn, think, perceive, mature, work, and relate to other people.

In obtaining this information, it relies not on personal impressions,

such as you and I may pick up, but on scientific measurement and

research. Psychologists would be the last to claim to know the an-

swers to all the problems of human behavior, but they are confident

that in the method of science they have a powerful instrument for

seeking the answers.

In this sense, you can look upon all the various psychological

study areas and applications as growing out of the subject called

experimental psychology, like branches out of a tree trunk. The
"pure" experimentalist works in a laboratory, where he can make
exact measurements and strictly control different ingredients in the

situation which may influence the behavior he is studying. Although

in real life such precision is rarely feasible, psychologists who study

people in their normal settings apply the same scientific principles

as experimentalists do—that is, they regulate influencing factors in

the environment and make as accurate measurements as possible.

Thus, while the experimental psychologist may do a laboratory

study of whether a list of words is better learned one at a time

or as a whole, the educational psychologist may do research on
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whether one method of teaching reading in schools produces better

results than another. The logic of investigation is the same, although

the situations are vastly different: in each case, the psychologist is

interested in measuring the effects of a given method on people's

behavior.

In the same way, the clinical psychologist explores the effects of

different kinds of treatment on the emotional adjustment of his

clients, or the bearing a youngster's personality pattern may have

on his becoming a delinquent. How different supervisory practices

affect employees' morale is an inquiry for the industrial psycholo-

gist, while the social psychologist wants to find out if racial prejudice

stems from not knowing the people one is prejudiced against. Is it

a child's age or his previous experience that sets the patterns of his

play with other children? Here is a study for the developmental psy-

chologist. Knowledge gained from such research will later be of use

to practicing psychologists, teachers, businessmen, physicians, par-

ents, and, others.



psychologists, psychiatrists, and psychoanalysts
Perhaps the commonest misconception is that the psychologist and

the psychiatrist are one and the same. The psychiatrist s basic train-

ing is in medicine. After earning an M.D. degree, he specializes in

psychiatry, that is, in the diagnosis and treatment of nervous and

mental illness. Some psychiatrists and some psychologists may take

specialized training in psychoanalysis, a particular approach to

treating mental and emotional disturbances Avhich stems from Sig-

mund Freud's methods of uncovering unconscious conflicts.

psychology—a young science and profession
It is no wonder that people are confused about the roles of the

psychologist. For psychology is still young, relatively, both as a

science and as a profession. Even forty years ago it was still mostly

hidden away in lecture-halls and laboratories. But in recent decades,

especially during and since World War II, psychologists' services

have been in demand in many new ways, and in all sorts of places.

The body of psychological knowledge, based on scientific research,

has grown considerably.

Membership in the national organization of the profession, the

American Psychological Association (APA), has surged upward
from 2,700 in 1940 to over 13,000 today, gaining 10 per cent a

year since the end of World War II.

The table on page 5 shows the various fields of specialty of the

psychologists who recently answered a questionnaire about their

occupations for the National Science Foundation. Clinical psy-

chology ranked highest, with 38 per cent, and counseling psychology

next, with 12 per cent. Third was experimental psychology and its

closely related fields. Only in developmental psychology, and in

school psychology, did women outnumber men, perhaps because of

women's traditional interest in children. Like chemistry and physics,

psychology is a profession of young people.

Broadly speaking—although there are many specialties—psychol-

ogists work in four fields: (1) psychological testing in schools, (2)

helping individuals, (3) working with groups, and (4) laboratory

experimentation. Let us look at each of them in turn. But since

accurate measurement is essential to science, let us look first at some

of the techniques which psychologists have fashioned for measuring

human ability and personality.



FIELDS OF SPECIALTY FOR 11,069 PSYCHOLOGISTS IN

THE NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION REGISTER

Specialty Males Females Total Per Cent

Psychology 82 43 125 1.1

( non-specialized )

Clinical 2,912 1,312 4,224 38.1

Counseling 1,056 269 1,325 12.0
Developmental 181 199 380 3.4

Educational 635 218 853 7.7

School 113 162 275 2.5

Experimental, Compara-
tive, & Physiological 957 135 1,092 9.9

Human Engineering 149 6 155 1.4

General 69 18 87 .8

Industrial 266 21 287 2.6

Personnel 766 70 836 7.5

Personality 306 51 357 3.2

Quantitative 332 65 397 3.6

Social 468 71 539 4.9

Non-psychological 113 24 137 1.2

TOTALS 8,405 2,664 11,069 99.9

PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTS
In their effort to get accurate, dependable information about people,

psychologists have developed a great number of tests, rating scales,

and similar devices. There are tests that attempt to assay people's

intelligence, their interests, aptitudes, personality, achievements,

sensory and perceptual abilities—in short, all those human charac-

teristics that are of concern to the psychologist.

Best known of all tests are the so-called "intelligence" or "IQ"

tests. A French psychologist, Alfred Binet, is usually credited with

being the father of modern intelligence testing. In 1905 he brought

out a series of graded tests for determining the "mental age" of

children, as distinct from their age in years. An American adapta-

tion, the Stanford Revision of the Binet test, was first published

in 1916. It quickly became, and continues to be, a basic tool for

measuring mental ability. Numerous other tests of mental ability,

suitable ifor use with large groups or with individuals, have made



their appearance over the years, as psychologists' understanding of

the nature of intelligence has evolved, and techniques for measuring

it improved.

While intelligence tests are the best known, other types of tests

play an equally vital part in the work of the psychologist. The
psychologist who seeks to give vocational counseling to a client is

likely to be guided by results of interest inventories or aptitude

tests. The clinical psychologist dealing with a problem of emo-

tional or social adjustment may choose to give a personality inven-

tory. The industrial psychologist often uses performance and other

tests to measure the job competence of applicants for employment.

The school psychologist relies on achievement tests, as in reading

and arithmetic, to help in the appraisal of pupil growth or in the

analysis of learning difficulties.

measure your personality?
Efforts to measure personality afford a good illustration of the

varied and often ingenious techniques devised by psychologists. They

have prepared literally hundreds of tests, questionnaires, or inven-

tories that attempt to measure personal and social characteristics

with the same objectivity with which reading, typing, or spelling

ability is measured.

Some psychologists believe that a somewhat freer situation than

is provided by these paper-and-pencil tests is preferable for observa-

tion of personality characteristics. These psychologists have devel-

oped a different kind of appraisal technique, called projective

methods, in which the person tested "projects" his own personality

into the interpretation he gives the test materials. Best known of

these projective techniques is the Rorschach Ink-Blot Test, in which

one is presented with ten cards bearing ink blots and asked to say

what he sees in them. Another goes by the impressive name of

Thematic Apperception Test; in this, one is given a series of action

pictures and asked to tell stories about the pictures. You perhaps

don't think that your responses could reveal much. But when they

are all added up and carefully weighed and scored, one detail in

relation to another, they may tell the trained psychologist a great

deal.

Remember, psychologists don't claim 100 per cent accuracy for

any of the tests they have developed, even the Dest of them. It is



possible to measure some things, such as intelligence and specific

achievements, much more dependably than others. And only a com-

prehensive battery of tests is likely to give a reliable basis for

predicting a person's behavior in a given situation. Meantime psy-

chologists are constantly at the task of refining and improving their

measuring devices, subjecting them to the acid test of practical use.

tooling up for selection testing

A good example of the way psychologists use tests and other tech-

niques in tackling a problem is their work in selecting Air Force

pilots in World War II. First, they looked into the records and

interviewed fliers, instructors, and commanding officers, trying to

pinpoint the causes of failures and accidents, and the qualities that

made for outstanding success. Some even took training as pilots to

get a feel of what the job required. They came up with a list of

traits which seemed necessary to pilot a plane in combat. To

measure these traits, they tried out several hundred tests, new and

old. but kept only twenty for the final battery.

To test the tests, men were at first allowed to take pilot training

regardless of their scores on the test. Those who had high scores did

distinctlv better in training and in the air than those with low

scores. But some who made good scores on the tests failed in per-

formance. Test scores were repeatedly compared with flying perform-

ance. As tests were revised in the light of these comparisons, the

number of failures dropped still lower. Successful pilots were those

who were quick to understand, well-coordinated, and better-educated,

with high discrimination between visual objects, able mentally to

visualize mechanical movements, and keen about flying.

The enormous savings in men. equipment, and money, in combat

defeats turned into victories, which this scientific selection method

achieved cannot be measured exactly. But you get some idea from

the following figures:

Trainees Selected by: Successful in flying training:

No screening at all 23 per cent

Preiiar army screening 39 per cent

Test battery (1944 model) 63 per cent
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PSYCHOLOGISTS AND THE SCHOOLS
What is the best way to teach reading? How could you really find

out?

Try two different methods on two equally able classes of begin-

ning readers, you suggest. The class which learns to read the sooner

obviously has the better method. But wait a moment. Your two

classes are above average in intelligence. When yaur "better" method

is used on children of average ability, it doesn't work so well. With

classes below average, or crowded with children who speak a foreign

language at home, it's quite discouraging. Just to confuse the issue,

you may find a teacher with a rare inspirational gift making excel-

lent readers out of a mixed class, using the method you rated poor!

the educational psychologist
This is the kind of problem an educational psychologist wrestles

with. He (or she) can't control conditions in experiments with even

half the precision a laboratory psychologist commands. But he keeps

on experimenting, and comes up with tentative answers. He finds

not one best way of teaching reading or arithmetic or a language,

but ways which are known to work successfully with bright, average,

or dull children, in this or that situation. He also studies how
different kinds of psychological atmosphere in the classroom affect

children's learning and personality development.

You often find the educational psychologist in a college teaching

prospective teachers how pupils learn and how to apply psycho-

logical principles in the classroom. Or he may work in the research

bureau or as an administrator in a school system.

what makes a poor reader?
A special school problem calling for both psychological and teaching

remedies is the retarded reader. When Tommy was six, his parents

were divorced, he was sent to live with an aunt, and he started

school at the same time. In the midst of such a big personal up-

heaval, he simply couldn't pay attention to learning to read. Home
and family conditions were at the root of his trouble.

Sometimes physical conditions are to blame. During his first school

year, John had scarlet fever, followed by heart disease. After an

absence of many months, he was way behind. But since his class



was crowded and his school followed the "100 per cent promotion"

plan, he moved into Grade 2 without benefit of the beginning-reading

instruction he needed.

An inadequate system of teaching reading in a large class where

individual pupils got little attention defeated Mary. She was never

shown how to grasp words as independent symbols which she could

recognize in any context. School conditions were responsible for

her difficulty.

Whatever the original cause of the reading difficulty, an emotional

problem is likely to follow, if it wasn't there already. Baffled, failing

in other subjects for lack of the basic reading tool, cut off from the

pleasures other youngsters get from' books, some retarded readers

either withdraw from the frustrating outside world or start hitting

back at it destructively.

diagnosing the problem—and tackling it

In the remedial reading clinic (a part, usually, of a school system

or a university), the psychologist's first job is to diagnose the

problem with his mental and emotional tests. "You'd better get an

eraser handy—I usually make lots of mistakes," said one girl, re-

vealing her low estimate of herself right away. The child's personal

and educational history are also studied.

Usually the remedial reading teacher has psychological skills. She

finds out what Tommy's interests are, and if he has a hobby

—

parakeets, tropical fish, model trains or airplanes. She gets him a

thin book about it—a thick one would look too formidable. Now
he has interest—a big incentive to learn to read. All the time she

gives him sympathetic understanding and support. The first experi-

ence of achievement in reading in this encouraging atmosphere can

change the whole world for a troubled boy or girl. It's a big step

to clearing up the emotional disturbance.

Many other kinds of emotional trouble turn up in school children.

In New York City's Bureau of Child Guidance, for example, 72

full-time psychologists work with 11 full-time and 18 part-time psy-

chiatrists and 92 social workers. Each year they handle more than

15,000 cases involving various kinds of school difficulties (about

2 per cent of the school population). Among other things, psychol-

ogists give tests to find out if, say, poor school work is due to an

intelligence defect or a personality disturbance. Children with de-



fective intelligence are placed in special classes, and it is part of

the Bureau's job to work with them and their teachers. Psychological

supervision is also given to children with speech disorders, poor

vision, convulsive seizures, and other physical handicaps.

treating a disturbed child
Children who are too afraid to come to school or who attend only

with crippling anxiety, rebellious kids who threaten violence, ex-

cessively withdrawn youngsters, and those who may do injury to

themselves—these are the severest cases. Before planning treatment,

a full team makes a study. There are conferences with teachers,

school officials, and parents. The children also take tests to help

show where their stresses and strains are greatest.

what about disturbed parents?
Social workers usually concentrate on the parents, whose own emo-

tional difficulties more often than not are the cause of their children's.

Sometimes the remedy is to help them find less crowded living

quarters or persuade them to be less critical or punitive towards

a child. In other cases, the only way to help the child is to give at

least one of the parents sustained treatment at the Bureau.

Apart from the services for children of school age which we
have described, there are centers for treating disturbed pre-school

children (almost always in conjunction with the treatment of at

least one parent)

.

Child psychologists

also work in orphan-

ages and juvenile re-

formatories, and in

adult psychological

clinics with child-

therapy divisions.



HELPING INDIVIDUALS
In her fifties, life comes to a dismaying halt for

Carol Mayer. Her boss, a popular writer, whose in-

dispensable secretary she has been for many years,

suddenly dies. The very idea of looking for another

job at her age fills her with panic—especially since

she has never had a high-school education.

corol and her counselor
At a friend's suggestion, Carol goes to a vocational

counseling center for help. A counseling psycholo-

gist asks her about herself and her experiences in

a friendly way. He gives her tests designed to help

her find out about her own strength and weaknesses.

After several hours of tests, Carol has a series of

interviews with her counselor. Her test scores rate

her very superior in intelligence, and way above

average in every area. As they talk, she is able to

see that she has educated herself through a wealth of experience and

has little to fear, despite her age. Her counselor informs her that

she can apply to any high school to take a High School Equivalency

Test. She takes the test and passes with ease. Soon she has another

responsible job.

Some clients are not helped quite as easily as Carol. One client

has built up unrealistic goals; she wants to enter an occupation for

which she lacks essential qualifications. The task of the counselor

is then to help the client understand herself and her abilities better

so that, by her own choice, she makes a wiser decision. Or, another

client may be in an unsatisfactory situation, and needs help in

making up his mind to get out of it. A good counseling psychologist

does not make decisions—he helps the client to make them. When a

decision is your own, you are more likely to act on it. .

the counseling psychologist
The counseling psychologist stresses putting existing psychological

strengths to work. He helps the client to cast a psychological balance

sheet, and see how he can best fulfill himself educationally, voca-

tionally, and soqially. Since he deals directly with practical matters

of jobs, the counseling psychologist must have, in addition to broad

II



psychological training, special knowledge about educational require-

ments and opportunities, and about jobs and how to get them. His

clients are, in the main, people whose worries are not crippling, and

who can change their attitudes and values through rational processes.

They are not as a rule deeply disturbed.

Counseling psychologists are often employed by colleges and

schools to help students choose their careers and their studies, by

vocational counseling agencies, and by social welfare agencies and

family courts. Many work for the Veterans Administration.

sam and the clinical psychologist
Sam Roberts, a shipping clerk, feels he doesn't earn enough to get

married. His girl is game, and says they could both work and make

a go of it. But he hesitates. He often thinks if he took courses in

radio electronics he could get a better job. But he does nothing

about it. He worries about losing his girl, but still he does nothing.

Advice could hardly solve Sam's problem. On the rational level,

he already knows what to do—take courses, get a better job, marry

the girl. But because of an underlying attitude which blocks him,

he can't act. He has a prejudice against himself. Although he doesn't

know it, he expects to fail.

At a veteran's center Sam is referred to a clinical psychologist

for help. This person will not give Sam advice on how to solve his

problem. Chances are Sam couldn't carry it out, and anyway it

wouldn't alter the deep self-doubt that repeatedly blocks him. In-

stead, the psychologist will concentrate on helping Sam to recognize

what his personal problems are, perhaps with the aid of tests, but

mostly by encouraging Sam to talk about himself, about his doubts

and misgivings, his attitudes towards himself and others—both now

and in the half-forgotten past—about feelings that he never really

dared admit to himself. Gradually, out of these talks, Sam will begin

to recognize that certain of his ideas or attitudes directly contradict

each other, that some of his doubts about himself may have been

quite appropriate earlier in his life but are no longer so, that he

has been over-emphasizing certain problems which are really not

very serious and avoiding giving attention to other problems which

potentially could be quite serious. Sam will begin slowly to see

himself and the world about him in a new light, and accordingly

will start to live his life more effectively.

12



psychology and medicine—allies in service
Because of the difference in their starting points, the psychiatrist

and the psychologist often look at the same problem in different

ways: what one sees as illness, the other may view as a learning

difficulty. But the psychiatrist recognizes that the clinical psychologist

brings special diagnostic tests and research tools to the analysis of

the problem. The psychologist for his part accepts the sole compe-

tence of the psychiatrist in the medical area.

An outstanding example of clinical team work is the Postgraduate

Center for Psychotherapy in New York City. Started as a treatment

clinic for veterans in 1945, it sought to cut costs and time in psycho-

therapy, and later began training therapists. Graduates in psychol-

ogy, psychiatry, and social work come here to participate in the

same courses and supervised practice, and earn the same certificate

as psychotherapists. Under the overall supervision of a medical

director, members of three disciplines cooperate in treating patients

at the center.

Most clinical psychologists today work in clinics or other institu-

tions—in centers like the one we have described, in mental hospitals,

prisons and reformatories, and in courts. Only a small number,

relatively speaking, are in private practice, and even they are apt

to serve part-time on a clinic, hospital, or university teaching staff.

In the sense in which it is used in most hospitals, rehabilitation

means restoration to individual and social functioning following

impairments. These may have been caused by accidents or battle

wounds, strokes, paralyzing diseases like polio or multiple sclerosis,

amputations, brain operations, or brain damage at birth or later.

The psychological skills which contribute to rehabilitation are so

varied that they are hard to find equally developed in one person.

So, as at New York's Institute of Physical Medicine, there is usually

a psychological team, consisting of physiological, clinical, and coun-

seling psychologists, which works with the psychiatrists. The physio-

logical psychologist, who is also a learning specialist, is there to

help diagnose what damage has been done to senses, perceptions,

and mental abilities, and to help doctors, nurses, occupational,

physical, and speech therapists plan special learning procedures for

the patient to overcome his handicap. Since strokes and injuries

often hit victims already suffering from personality disorders, and
magnify their emotional difficulties, the clinical psychologist is on

13



hand for those who need psychotherapy. The counseling psychologist

helps plan the patient's later adjustment to employment, home, and

social life.

beyond the hospital
By the time they leave the rehabilitation center, most patients have

made great strides in re-learning motor functioning. Two hurdles

remain. One is to learn to accept themselves with their handicaps.

The other is to get society to accept them.

"Daddy, you don't walk like me," can be very upsetting to a

crippled father. He has to come to terms with his handicap before

he can explain it matter-of-factly to a child. Jim, an epileptic teen-

ager, sees himself as inferior because his schoolmates regard an

inability to do something physical, such as playing baseball, as total

inability. They decide not to invite him to the dance, just because

he sometimes has seizures. Jim may rebel and lash out against

society, or he may pull into his shell and nurse his doubts about

his own worth. He may become overdependent. Psychotherapeutic

work with such problems is essentially the same as with those of

non-handicapped people.

But psychotherapy will hardly suffice for an epileptic who finds

he isn't accepted and can't get a job. The psychologist, often in

collaboration with the social worker, is practically forced to tackle

the patient's environment, too. He helps parents to accept their

lame or blind child. He guides them in their handling of the child.

He works with the child's physician. He knows where to refer his

handicapped patients for help, and more often than not he also tries

to see that more such help is available.

PSYCHOLOGISTS AND THE SOCIAL SCENE

What conditions exaggerate or ease tensions between different racial

groups? Is there any difference between work done alone and work

done alongside companions? How does the group influence an indi-

vidual's judgment? What social factors foster mental health? What
kind of leadership is conducive to constructive group behavior?

These are only a few of the vital questions that occupy the social

psychologist. He hasn't begun to answer all of them yet, for his is

a young science, just beginning to be applied. Ranging out from

14
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his base in the university, his studies focus on individuals interacting

with others. He wants to know how the individual influences and is

influenced by social institutions, and what goes on in groups.

what goes on in groups
In two public housing projects in New York City, practically every

white family had a Negro neighbor. In two projects in Newark, New
Jersey, white and Negro families were segregated in separate build-

ings on the ground that keeping them apart would keep down

friction. Social psychologists who came in corrected that notion.

Segregation fostered mutual suspicion, they found. The greatest

harmony and friendliness existed where Negroes and whites were

neighbors and could get to know one another. As a result of this

survey, the Newark Housing Authority scrapped its segregation

policy.

Does one study prove anything? Not for a scientist. But it often

suggests directions for enlarged inquiries, in various settings, so

that in the end the social psychologist may be able to make valid

generalizations about human behavior. A series of controlled ex-

periments on relationships between Negro and white soldiers has

been partially completed in the U. S. Army. There various conditions

can be set up and studied—for example, all-white squads next to a

15



Negro squad, or integrated squads with various proportions of

Negroes. Other studies of intergroup relations in factories and labor

unions support the conclusion that getting to know and understand

one another reduces tension.

On the question of work, our social psychologists who combine

many of the skills of the psychologist with those of the sociologist

—

have shown that belonging to a team calls forth greater effort than

either solitary work or competition with a single rival. It's the group

feeling that counts. Research conducted in wartime factories to find

a way to reduce absenteeism bore this out.

To test the strength of individual judgment, a psychologist con-

fronted groups of eight adults with charts bearing lines of different

lengths. He had previously briefed seven in each group to give false

statements on the lengths of the lines they saw. Two-thirds of the

minorities-of-one in every 100 such groups surrendered their judg-

ment to the false majority opinion. Whether the odd man out gave

in, or stuck to his own evaluation, he suffered great mental stress.

But if the balance shifted to six false judgments against two correct

ones, more people stuck to their guns and there was far less stress

—

one ally saved the situation! In all fairness, the groups were later

informed of the deception, to their great relief.

What goes ^n in groups, how does a group function best? At the

Iowa Child Welfare Research Station, social psychologists placed

groups of ten- and eleven-year-olds who had volunteered for a

mask-making club under different types of adult leaders. In one club

an authoritarian leader dictated all procedures and who should

work with whom. Another leader permitted his group a sort of

free-for-all, and gave little guidance. A third drew all his children

into discussions, explained the steps in mask-making, and allowed

the group choice of goals, division of tasks, and working partners.

Observed over a period of weeks, the groups showed striking differ-

ences. In terms of productivity, the authoritarian was close to the

democratic as long as the leader was present. But in terms of friendly

cooperativeness, lack of destructive aggression, and individual initia-

tive, the democratic group was by far the best, the laissez-faire the

worst. Similar experiments with military aircrews have confirmed

these observations. The more fully all members participate on a

level of equality, the more active and effective the group.

These findings have been applied to "workshop" conferences. Con-
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ferees participate in making the agenda. Then they're personally

committed. They break up into small groups of about fifteen, so

that every member can take part in discussions. A trained leader

in each group brings into the open the resistances of individual

members. Miss A. and her friend Mrs. B, for example, start with

a violent dislike of Mr. C. Left to themselves, they might reject an

otherwise acceptable proposal just because it was made by Mr. C.

But when their feelings are aired and the whole group has dealt

with the subject of Mr. C (who may be a bit of a floor-hogger)

,

everybody can concentrate on real business. All participate in final

decisions. They're much more likely then to carry them out.

the industrial psychologist
Enter the psychologist in places where people work—the factory,

the business organization, the public service, the armed forces.

Whether as a permanent staff member or military officer, or as a

management consultant brought in on assignment, he fills on oc-

casion six different functions: He works out techniques for selecting

and promoting employees. He devises and tests training programs.

He studies workers as groups with a view to improving job satisfac-

tion, morale, and productivity. He counsels individual employees

about personal problems connected with their jobs. He directs and

analyzes market research. Or, finally, he advises design engineers

on the human factors to be taken into account in their designs.

selecting the right man for the job
Psychologists have plotted the requirements for all sorts of jobs and

devised batteries of tests and other procedures to screen candidates

for them. A life insurance sales research bureau, for example, can now
predict with high probability which applicants for insurance-selling

jobs will have both sales success and "survivorship," that is, they

won't get discouraged and quit. It has worked out ways of combin-

ing test scores with personal data such as age, number of dependents,

style of living, and so on. In a similar way several psychological

consulting firms have concentrated on developing and administering

tests, interviews, and personal history surveys for candidates for

professional and executive positions. Some psychologists believe

that scientific selection techniques could be extended to all major
occupation^ to save economic waste and human frustration.
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is a training program worth while?
In a factory where new employees are customarily broken in hit-or-

miss "on the floor," the company wants to know whether a part-time

training program would pay off. Under the psychologist's direction,

one group of new employees goes directly to the floor, and another

to the training program. Their performances are recorded and com-

pared. The average time taken by untrained workers to change knives

on a flying shears is 29 minutes, even after six months' experience.

After six months of training, it is only 18 minutes. The 11 minutes

saved, multiplied by the labor cost per minute and then by the

average number of changes, equals a gross saving for the company

of $1,740 a month, or $20,880 a year.

This program pays off in other ways. During the first thirty days

of employment, accidents are 19 per cent less among workers in

training than among those broken in on the floor, and absenteeism

is 51 per cent less. Breakages and waste of supplies is also less, and

so is labor turnover.

workers as groups of human beings
Every industrial plant, every office, every military installation, is a

society in miniature, with many forms of group life. Since the late

1920's numerous studies in factories have shown how group feelings

affect the way people work, and the way they react to changes in

their work routines. While workers will resist as a group when they

fear change, they will also accept it as a group if they are told about

it in advance, and can participate in setting up the new work rou-

tines and production goals. In fact, they then adapt to the new

methods and reach the new production goals with surprising speed.

Informal groups spring up in any society of workers, whether

management likes it or not. Often they have leaders the bosses don't

even know exist. Psychologists call such men "natural" leaders and

their groups "natural" teams, as distinct from "organized" groups

with "formal" leaders whom management appoints.

An old-time foreman, when asked how he handled a new employee,

said, "I jest stand there . . . and stare him down to kinda show him

how dumb he is." "And then?" "Then I spit." This is not the kind

of foreman modern industry tries to find. Often a psychologist is

brought in to help pick out the leaders it needs. In a typical case,

the head office identifies for him the better and poorer of its 100
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supervisors, all of whom he then studies through tests and inter-

views. He finds the better ones to be higher in intelligence and

emotional maturity, willing to accept blame and responsibility. They

see their problems objectively and their subordinates as ends in

themselves rather than as means to an end. They think in terms of

''We are working together toward a common goal," not "I'm telling

you." But the poorer foremen are often insecure, devious, self-pro-

tective, and view their subordinates as objects to be manipulated

in the interest of their own objectives. To complete his assignment,

the psychologist works out techniques for selecting people of the

better type and training programs to develop their talents.

Nowadays many employers don't just guess at what to do to im-

prove employee morale; they ask psychologists to conduct polls of

workers' attitudes. The findings may show that job satisfaction is

already high; or they may reveal some weaknesses in working condi-

tions, opportunities for advancement, communication, or the like.

Still another approach to morale problems is counseling. In a com-

pany like Western Electric, which has 55 full-time counselors, a

worker comes into a private office, is offered a comfortable chair

and a cigarette. "I used to work hard to get ahead," says Bill with

a worried frown. "Now I just stumble along. What's the matter

with me?" The counselor encourages him to talk about himself and

his personal life. He doesn't argue or interrupt. This is confidential,

so Bill can let off steam if he feels like it, about his wife, his

cranky foreman, or company personnel policy. The value of "talking

it out" is widely recognized today. Often this is all a worker needs

to get back on the job with renewed zest. Bill, however, may need

several interviews—perhaps some elucidation of company policy,

and suggestions about his family problem, how to get along with

his foreman, or other jobs he might work towards. The counselor

never offers to d;o anything for the employee; he tries to help him
to help himself. Some companies counsel their older workers to help

prepare them for retirement.

the psychologist in the advertising department
Two shopping lists are shown to groups of housewives in different

cities across the country. The lists are identical in every respect,

except that where one carries the item "coffee," the other reads

"instant coffee." The interviewers ask the ladies to describe the
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typical woman who would buy the items on each list. Many see

the shopper buying the "instant coffee" list as a poor housewife,

who attends to her household on the side, in a sketchy way. So the

advertising men learn that they must emphasize not merely the

convenience of instant coffee (that's for the short-cut housewife),

but also its economy and flavor.

Like most people, the housewives would probably have been

unable to voice their real feelings about a product in reply to a

direct question. The psychologist who planned this poll therefore

asked them to "project" on to an imaginary character their attitude

towards instant coffee. They did so in a way that revealed not only

a negative reaction, but also why it was negative.

This approach to measuring consumer reactions is sometimes

called "motivation research." Similarly, psychologists have devised

improved ways to gauge political trends, employees' morale, or

radio listeners' program preferences. The 'psychologist has built up

a better understanding of how to select the questions to be posed,

how to phrase them, and in what order to ask them. It's no use

asking people about things they're vague or confused about. Even

"free enterprise" is unclear to seven out of ten Americans—many
think it's a give-away in exchange for so many package tops. And
phrasing which isn't carefully neutralized either makes people clam

up, or triggers off highly emotional responses to a single word
(like "propaganda" or "spending"), instead of eliciting a reply to

the question as a whole. Psychologists have also introduced better

techniques of interviewing, and suitable checks for the bias of the

interviewer. Along with sociologists, they have made the polls into

much more reliable gauges of what the public thinks and feels.

human engineering
What can a psychologist contribute to highway safety? Well, he has

already tested sign legibility with different-sized letters at different

distances under day and night conditions. Eight-inch-wide letters,

he concluded, should go on a sign placed 400 feet ahead of a

hazard, but on a sign placed right at a hazard, they must be at

least 18 inches wide, so as to be legible at the distance the driver

needs to have time to read them, react, and slow down.

What time and distance does the average driver take in over-

taking and passing another car? The answer shows engineers how
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long the "straightaways" should be on new highways. How does the

driver behave on highways with different conditions of curvature,

banking, and intersections? To solve that one, the psychologist went

up in a blimp, and took pictures with a movie camera. They revealed

whether a given curve, ramp, or traffic circle was being used as the

engineers had anticipated, and helped them plan more efficient ones.

The psychologist comes into this new field of work, called human
engineering, to remind design engineers of the needs of the human
operator and maintenance man. Along with the physiologist, he joins

the design team to help adapt the machine to man.

What type of meter or dial, for example, enables a pilot or sonar

operator t« take in the reading and react in the shortest possible

time? The psychologist tests different models on large numbers of

pilots and sonarmen. Other such military research, begun in World

War II, aims at improving the design of planes, submarines, polar

and tropical installations so as to offset the hampering physical and

psychological effects of high altitudes, abysmal submarine depths,

extreme heat, and extreme cold.

The human engineering idea is spreading from military to civilian

life. It is changing the design of work places in industry and busi-

ness, of refrigerators and manv other things we use.

EXPERIMENTERS, RECORDERS

Behind the skills of the school, clinical, industrial, and all other

psychologists lies a body of knowledge about human behavior which

has been patiently developed by laboratory experimentation. Some of

this knowledge has been gained through study of animals.

High up under the roof of the Natural History Museum in New
York City are several rooms full of cats and birds in cages, fish in

tanks, technical apparatus, desks and files. This is an animal behavior

laboratory.

"We're trying to find out to what extent such characteristics as

mating and maternal behavior are inborn or depend upon socializing

experiences at different stages of life," a psychologist explains.

In a series of experiments, the laboratory staff isolated kittens

from their mothers and litter-mates and kept them in incubators for

the first six days of life (before their eyes opened). Other kittens

were isola,ted at five days of age for ten to thirteen days—the period
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just after their eyes opened. Still others were not isolated until their

eighteenth day. Some were deprived of the mother but not of other

kittens, and vice versa.

social and unsocial kittens
What happened? The kitten taken from its mother at birth could

hardly be adapted later to family life. It never nursed properly,

always slept in a corner by itself. The kitten isolated during the

period of eye development was less uneasy, but took much longer

than normal kittens to become visually adjusted to its family. Those

isolated at later periods had little or no problem.

To be deprived of mother contact created more serious difficulties

than to be deprived of kitten contact. If a kitten was deprived of

both, it made up more easily for its early lack of companionship

with other kittens than for early separation from its mother. Males

isolated from the mother at birth later showed great disturbance in

the presence of a female cat, and never mated successfully. The

laboratory hopes to follow up females into adult life as well, to see

what happens to both mating and maternal behavior.

does a bird see "by instinct?"
To test how far vision depends on inborn capacity and how far on

experience, a hood was kept over the head of a ring-dove from the

day before its eyes opened until it was full grown. As the hood

was translucent, the bird could discern light and darkness and large

shapes, but no detail. When the hood was removed, the ring-dove

took much longer than normal young birds to learn to distinguish

between different shapes, such as a ring and a triangle. In repeated

experiments of this type, there was always a great d^Jayed perceptual

grasp of any new situation.



Other experimental psychologists study connections be-

tween behavior and body. A Harvard psychologist cut out

different parts of the brains of rats, observing the animals'

behavior before and after the operations. He showed that,

although such functions as seeing, hearing, and walking are

controlled locally to some extent, one part of a rat's brain

can within limits take over the functions of other

parts which have been cut out or damaged. Another

interesting finding was that intellectual functions, such

as learning ability, did not seem to depend on any

particular part of the brain.

are animals comparable to man?
What do these animal studies mean in human terms? Cats,

like humans, have backbones and nurse their young. Their

structures have many points of similarity. The behavior of

cats is also related to human behavior. In many kinds of

human problems, the study of cats and other animals may
give us helpful information. Apart from this application,

psychologists try in a spirit of scientific curiosity to form-

ulate laws of behavior, just as physical scientists experiment

to discover physical laws.

Still, laboratory findings have often pointed the way to

practical benefits. Animal investigations open up avenues for

exploration of human behavior. The balky bachelor cats

suggest that even the mating instinct may depend for its

full development upon very early contact with the mother.

The visually crippled ring-dove points to a possibility that

in some handicapped children, vision or hearing failure may
be due to lack of proper development rather than innate



defect. The fact that rats function with incomplete brains makes the

efforts to restore lost functions to brain-damaged people far more

hopeful. All these hypotheses must be tested again and again with

many species, animal and human. The same holds true for theories

of learning, which have also grown largely out of animal studies.

an experiment in animal learning
In a psychological laboratory, a white rat is put into a cage that

has in it a small lever projecting from one wall. At once, the rat

runs over and presses the lever down with one paw, causing a piece

of food to drop into the food-tray. The rat eats the food and con-

tinues to press the lever and gobble the food, several times a minute

for nearly half an hour.

To understand why the rat behaves this way, we need to flash

back to the beginning of the experiment. Some days earlier the rat

was first placed into this special cage. He stepped on the lever by

chance, got the food, and then pressed more and more frequently.

He now has a strong habit of lever-pressing and works quickly be-

cause he has practiced in this cage for an hour a day for several days.

H the food is withheld for an hour while he works, the rat may
press the lever a hundred times or more without reward, depending

on the amount and kind of training he has had.

Or a rat can be taught new wants. If food follows lever-pressing

only when a buzzer is sounding, the buzzer sound itself will soon

become a reward. The rat will learn a new task just to hear the

buzzer. Brother Rat's eagerness to turn on the buzzer is called a

learned or secondary drive.

But does a child learn to walk, or a college student master higher

mathematics, in exactly the same way as a rat learns to press a

lever? Probably not exactly. Pain-avoidance, hunger, sex, self pres-

ervation are primary drives which all animal life shares. But in

human beings the learned, or secondary, drives, which are socially

conditioned, are infinitely complex. In many training situations, es-

pecially teaching physical skills—baseball, swimming, gunnery, driv-

ing a car, working on an assembly line—instructors do use learning

theory built up from animal studies. They break down and demon-

strate the movements required for correct responses to cues, and

also head off wrong responses before they become set, and so difficult

to unlearn. But language, reasoning power, and foresight make it
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possible for human beings to visualize all sorts of cues and responses

in their heads, before acting at all. Rather than apply animal-learn-

ing theories directly to man, therefore, psychologists find the basic

patterns in animals and then try to expand their theories by collect-

ing additional data from human beings.

the question of development
Most abilities come into play only when certain stages of growth

are reached. Growth is a process we can't force—we must wait until

a child is physically and mentally ready for further development.

However, psychological readiness may be blocked by fear—for ex-

ample, in a youngster who has been taught to expect failure.

The over-anxious mother who forbids her son to climb the jungle

gym when he is ready for it is blocking his further development

in muscular strength and coordination, his further learning.

This aspect of learning is a major concern of the developmental

psychologists. In studying it, they are devoted watchers and re-

corders as well as designers of experiments. For example, babies

and young children in nurseries are observed through one-way glass

windows, and copious records kept. Such reports, mapping the

limits of normal behavior for each stage of development, have re-

assured countless mothers.

Studies of child and adolescent development have shed much
light on adult personality. Psychologists find that development

doesn't automatically stop with adulthood.

psychologists in other niches
Psychologists have many other jobs. About 40 per cent are primarily

teachers, who transmit the theories and facts already built up about

human behavior, and who train students in research techniques and

methods of application. Many psychologists write—textbooks for

students, articles and books for the general public, and pamphlets

for patients, families, and physicians—on the emotional adjustment

aspects of various illnesses and disabilities such as multiple sclerosis

and epilepsy. Today the consulting psychologist, in private practice

or in a firm of consultants, is called into situations where no one

ever thought of applying psychological principles before—in libra-

ries and art museums, for example, to help the staffs deal more

effectively with the public and one another.
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PSYCHOLOGY LOOKS AHEAD
Some psychologists can talk more readily with physiologists, psy-

chiatrists, or businessmen than with other members of their own
profession. The laboratory experimentalist putting rats through their

paces is a far cry from the social psychology team combing whole

neighborhoods for the roots of juvenile delinquency. Arguments are

therefore put up by some for separate sorts of psychological edu-

cation—one for the pure scientist, and several others for the different

kinds of professional psychologists.

a broad background of training
Such narrow specialization could be dangerous. World War II

saw many an educational psychologist turning his hand to counsel-

ing, clinicians administering selection tests, and experimentalists

tackling training problems. New demands on psychologists keep

arising. The American Psychological Association believes that all

psychologists should have a thorough grounding in the whole gamut
of scientific psychology before they begin to specialize. They can

then apply it constructively in many kinds of situations.

The core curriculum should consist of work in general, experi-

mental, physiological, developmental, and social psychology. It must

cover measurement, testing, and statistics. It must take in personality

and learning theory, behavior disorders (abnormal psychology),

and theory of counseling and psychotherapy. At present universities

vary in the amount of the core curriculum they require for the

Ph. D. in psychology, but the broad pattern is much the same.

Over and above this groundwork, there can and should be special-

ization. Training in applied techniques should lead into an intern-

ship under supervision in the chosen area of application—teaching,

research, child guidance bureau, mental hygiene clinic, or factory.

To know intimately the field of his applied interests, know it in

the round, so to speak, a period of school teaching can be very

helpful to an educational psychologist or a stint as a factory hand

to a personnel psychologist. Such first-hand experience might be

fitted in during vacations or before starting graduate studies.

The U. S. Public Health Service recently estimated that 10,000 ad-

ditional clinical psychologists with Ph. D.'s will be needed in the

next ten years. Other fields are desperately short of trained psychol-

ogists as well.
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a growing need
To help fill their own requirements, the Armed Services, the Vet-

erans Administration, and the Public Health Service are subsidizing

graduate students in psychology in a number of universities. There

ought to be many more scholarships to help qualified young people

through the long preparation it takes to become a psychologist.

The public is taking growing recognition of psychology as a dis-

tinct profession. For example, the Federal Internal Revenue De-

partment has ruled that fees paid to legitimate psychologists are

tax deductible. Nine states (Arkansas, Connecticut, Georgia, Ken-

tucky, Maine, Minnesota, Tennessee, Virginia and Washington) now

have laws licensing or certifying psychologists. Unfortunately, how-

ever, in the other 39 states, almost anyone can call himself a psy-

chologist. The public often confuses the unqualified and the bona-fide

practitioner, either paying good mone}^ for questionable services

from the former, or unfairly dismissing the latter as "just anothei

screwball."

certification and licensing
In 1947 the APA set up an independent agency, the American Board

of Examiners in Professional Psychology, which grants diplomas in

three specialties: clinical psychology, industrial psychology, and

counseling psychology. Whenever you see one of these diplomas

hanging in a psychologist's office, you can be sure he has met the

most rigorous professional requirements.

Certification by a private professional body, however, establishes

only that certain standards have been met. It provides no legal

control or penalties for people who practice without meeting these

standards. State legislation provides penalties for those who pass

themselves off as psychologists without complying with state require-

ments, in this way protecting the public from the unqualified would-

be psychologist.

There are two methods of state regulation. One is to regulate the

use of the professional title, the other is to define what a member
of the profession may do. Psychological principles are of course

applied in varying degrees in the work of teachers, ministers, law-

yers, pediatricians, psychiatrists, social workers, businessmen, soci-

ologists, and others who deal with human behavior. In some cases,

they share techniques with the psychologist. Psychiatrists and social
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workers, for example, conduct interviews much as psychologists do;

educators give psychological tests; sociologists, advertising men, and

psychologists all conduct opinion polls. To try to lay down precise

boundaries would be futile. Laws restricting the use of the title

"psychologist" or preventing unwarranted claims would therefore

seem to serve the public better than restricting certain practices to a

single profession. Both the American Psychological Association and

the American Psychiatric Association have gone on record as favor-

ing the former type of legislation.

IF YOU NEED A PSYCHOLOGIST
A difficulty aggravating the current shortage of psychologists is that

trained practitioners tend to cluster in the larger cities, leaving

many areas of the country without psychological services. The men-

tal health agency for your state or territory can probably tell you

whether any clinical psychologists are serving where you live. Or

you can write or phone for advice to the psychology department

of your local university or to your social welfare agency. The Amer-

ican Psychological Association, 1333 Sixteenth Street, N. W., Wash-

ington 6, D. C, publishes a national directory in which you may
look up the background and training of individual psychologists.

The American Board of Examiners in Professional Psychology pub-

lishes a directory of qualified specialists in the field of clinical,

counseling, and industrial psychology. If you want testing, educa-

tional, or vocational guidance services, write to the American Per-

sonnel and Guidance Association, 1534 Street N.W., Washington

5, D. C, for its country-wide directory of reputable guidance agen-

cies. The directories mentioned above are often obtainable at libra-

ries. Unless you live in one of the states having laws governing psy-

chologists, beware of using the listing in the classified phone di-

rectory without further checking on qualifications.

Psychology is unusual in being so closely related to a wide array

of other scientific and professional fields. It has been called a "cross-

roads discipline" which ought in some measure to be part of the

equipment of every well-educated person. It certainly contributes

to a general know-how of living. But the trained psychologist re-

mains the specialist in human behavior. From his rich background

of knowledge, he brings deep insights and skilled methods of attack

to many kinds of human problems.
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